BIO
BY

NATURAL TRANQUILITY AND
TRANSPARENCY
Tranquillity can be experienced in many guises. The most obvious form
of tranquillity is found in nature. The shapes, colours and noises found in
nature are always in perfect harmony and you never encounter colours
or colour combinations that look out of place. Nature offers unrivalled
beauty and has no hidden surprises. You see things exactly as they are.
Nature is completely transparent.
My aim was to achieve similar harmony in the Bio concept, via design,
functionality and atmosphere that oozes natural tranquillity and
transparency.
A tranquil look can be achieved because the functions of the Bio Wash
and free-standing Bio Mix eliminate the need for wall units in your salon.
This creates two islands that interact with each other thanks to their
colour, contours and functionality. Transparency is achieved via your way
of working. The Bio Mix allows colours to be prepared in plain sight of
customers; like in an open kitchen concept.
The quadratic forms of the Bio Style, Bio Chair and Bio Desk complete
the tranquil appearance and help to create a harmonious and transparent
salon.
Experience the Bio Range.
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The Bio Wash two-seater, which features a
chic ‘Ahorn After Eight’ wood decor, a mattblack shampoo tray and ‘Vintage Wine’
upholstery, takes you into the inviting rustic
atmosphere of an old wine cellar.

With the integrated shampoo tray bottles of
shampoo can be placed immediately next to
the wash basin. This creates harmony and
results in a salon with a warm, tranquil look.

B I O WA R M

BIO COOL

This set has a serene, cool appearance thanks
to its combination of ‘Marmor Carrara’ wood
decor, high-gloss white shampoo tray and
upholstery in ‘Bull Anthrazit’. Tranquil and
harmonious areas can be created by using a
common design where the same materials and
colours are repeated. This allows the displayed
Bio Wash three-seater, Bio Style and Bio Chair
to all interact with each other.

In order to further highlight the streamlined
contours, the Bio Chair has been fitted with a
square Disc Base that accentuates the chair’s
attractive quadratic shape.
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The combination between its light oak colour
‘Sonoma Eiche Trüffel’, high-gloss white
elements and ‘Buffalo Fango’ upholstery is
soft, chic and appealing to the eye. To match
the metal of the Bio Wash and the tap of the
Bio Mix, the Bio Chair in this set features an
aluminium star base with sliders.

The Bio Wash has been placed opposite the
Bio Mix. Customers can thus clearly see all
colouring preparations.
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BIO PURE
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This Bio Wash three-seater and the Bio Chair with black star base on sliders have a pure, no nonsense appearance. The combination
between the ‘Marmo Roma’ wood decor, matt black shampoo tray and ‘Bull Schwarz’ upholstery gives this set a look of purity and
tranquillity. The colour helps to create harmony, while the structure adds the required variation.

B I O WA S H

features

The Bio Wash features integrated spaces
for inventory and waste. The shallow draws
mean folded towels and hair foil can be kept
close by and used whenever necessary.

The wide lower drawers are ideal for storing
shampoo, conditioner and other supplies.
The narrow drawers of the Bio Wash are able
to conceal two bins, which can be used for
general waste and wet towels.

The “Push to open” drawers feature a ‘soft
close’ fastening and can be opened with your
elbow or knee. This means you can keep your
hands free to serve your customers.

The Bio Wash is a modular wash unit, which can be expanded from a two-seater to create a washing island with as many places as you require. The Bio Wash is equipped
with a deep, adjustable basin which features an integrated hand shower and removable siphon. An optional rubber neck support offers extra washing comfort. Bottles of
shampoo and conditioner can be placed next to the wash basin, on a removable and easy to clean stainless steel grid.

The Bio Wash is available with an
optional electrical leg-piece and
back massage feature.

Hairdressers can operate the back
massage feature and electrical legpiece from behind the wash basins.

The wide arm-rests of the Bio
Wash are not only comfortable
for

customers,

but

also

offer

hairdressers space to, for example,
perform hand massages, manicures
or quick facial treatments.

BIO
STYLE

features
The Bio Style is unique because of the mirror
that runs to below the work surface.

The mirror offers storage space on both sides.
You can also adjust the position of the mirror in
relation to the work surface. A long horizontal
set-up can be created by joining the worktops
behind the mirror, as shown in the picture. You
can also create a unique cutting location by
hanging the mirrors asymmetrically from the
centre of the worktop.

BIO
DESK
The Bio Desk combines streamlined contours
and attractive design. The Bio Desk is available
with two or three cabinets and can be freely
customised in terms of doors and/or drawers.
Just like the Bio Style & Bio Wash, the
framework is available in black or high-gloss
white.

The Bio Mix is the finishing touch to the Bio Range. The Bio Mix allows you to effectively
prepare for the colouring process. If you prefer complete transparency, a glass corner-screen
around the wash basin will be ideal. If you prefer more privacy, then you can opt for the opaque
version.

BIO MIX

BIO CHAIR

features

X-BASE

X-BASE

Aluminium star base on five sliders. Hydraulic lockable pump

Aluminium star base on five wheels and a central brake. Hydraulic

with chrome plated housing.

lockable pump with chrome plated housing.

X-BASE BLACK

X-BASE BLACK

Aluminium star base with black powder coating on five sliders.

Aluminium star base with black powder coating on five wheels and

Hydraulic lockable pump with black housing.

central brake. Hydraulic lockable pump with black housing.

DISC-BASE

DISC-BASE

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of 55 cm. Hydraulic

Stainless steel disc, 50 cm square. Hydraulic lockable pump with

lockable pump with stainless steel housing.

stainless steel housing.

FIX-BASE

PROTECTIVE CASE

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of 21 cm. Hydraulic

To help keep your Bio Chair or Bio Wash as-new for as long as

lockable pump with stainless steel housing.

possible, we advise using a protective case. So use the protective
case to protect the back of the chair and washing unit when dying
hair. A protective case for the leg-piece helps to prevent damage
caused by footwear.
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